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SYNTHESE :

Le rechargement en combustible nucléaire des cœurs de centrales PWR conduit
à la recherche d'une répartition optimale des assemblages de combustible nucléaire.
Cet important problème d'optimisation discrète est ici exprimé sous la forme de la
minimisation d'une fonction coût Pour résoudre ce problème, une approche basée sur
l'information fournie par le gradient est utilisée pour conduire la recherche dans
l'espace discret des plans de rechargement. Pour cela, une méthode utilisant une
formulation de l'état adjoint est développée, et les résultats finaux de tests complets de
recherches de plans par cette méthode sont présentés.

J.P. ARGAUD : Thésard - Université Paris IX
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

Nuclear fuel reload of PWR core leads to the search of an optimal nuclear fuel
assemblies distribution, namely of loading pattern. This large discrete optimization
problem is here expressed as a cost function minimization. To deal with this problem,
an approach based on gradient information is used to direct the search in the patterns
discrete space. A method using an adjoint state formulation is then developed, and
final results of complete patterns search tests by this method are presented.
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A Loading Patterns Optimization Method for
Nuclear Fuel Management

Jean-Philippe Argaud

1 INTRODUCTION
Fissile materials used as fuel in nuclear pressurized water
reactors (PWR) have to be periodically changed, to load
fresh fuel (see Figure 1). In-core fuel management consists
in the distribution of the fuel in such a way that the
operationnal safety constraints are satisfied while obtaining
the greatest use of this fuel.

Nuclear fuel assemblies

Nuclear reactor core

Figure 1. A schema of nuclear core reload with fresh fuel
assemblies

Because fissile materials are packed together into
"assemblies", the problem is to determine optimal positions
of these assemblies within a core loading pattern. This can
be expressed as a cost function minimization in a discrete
loading patterns space.

We want here to introduce briefly the optimization
problem, giving the difficulties and the practical
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importance of the question. The mathematical formulation
of the neutronic and optimization problems will allow us to
give the detailed method that we propose, and to show its
interest on some real cases. Some comparisons with an
another method will moreover be shown on the same
examples.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

2.1 Nuclear core description
Nuclear core is described using the 2-group neutronic
diffusion equations (1) on a domain Q (see the reference
[1] for more information on neutronic diffusion). This is a
eigenvectors-eigenvalues problem, and we are interested
only in the smallest eigenvalue and the corresponding
fluxes, that describe the physical distribution of the
neutrons in the core.

Find the fluxes <ph

eigenvalue such as :

f - V(D,

e H'(&) and X e IR** the smallest

(1)
= 0

with appropriate boundary conditions on dQ and a
normalisation condition for the fluxes.

The boundary conditions are usually Robin conditions
on d£2., or more simply null fluxes 0j and <f>2 on the
boundary. It is an expression of the physical vanishing of
neutrons before going out of the core. Denoting
0 = t(Pi, <k ) the fluxes, A the diffusion operator and F the
fission operator [1], this problem (1) will be simply noted
as follows :

i' (2)

(3)



the equation (3) beeing for example a L2-normalization
condition. The domain Q is a 2D horizontal plane cut of the
nuclear core, with two main parts : the reactive part, with
all the nuclear assemblies tied together in the middle, and
the reflector part, with the baffle, the water around the core
and the metallic vessel. It is illustrated on the following
Figure 2.

Core
assembly

Reflector

Figure 2. The 2D domain representing the reactor core

Each square in the diagram is an assembly. The physical
parameters are constant per assembly and are denoted :

(4)

an index k being related to an assembly. The parameters are
considered to be constant over an assembly. It can be
noticed that these parameters will be the only description of
the core physical properties used here. There is normally
157 assemblies in a 900 MWe reactor and 193 assemblies
in a 1500 MWe one.

22 Fuel management
Nuclear fuel can be organized only by distributing the
assemblies. Each year, fuel assemblies are replaced by
parts (1/3 of the loaded assemblies are changed) in such a
way that a given assembly stays 3 years in the core. The
period between reload is called a reload cycle, or a cycle. A
reload core contains then 1/3 of 2-years burned, 1/3 of 1-
year burned and 1/3 of new assemblies. The fresh
assemblies are considered to be physicaly the same, but the
neutronic characteristics of all the burned assemblies are
not similar, due to their burning environnement in the core
during the year. Moreover, the security constraints required
for loading patterns are not easy to satisfy, and each day of
stopped PWR for reload is very expensive. Because the real
neutronic characteristics of the assemblies to load are only
Tcnown when the core is open, fuel management have to
give as quickly as possible the best loading pattern with the
available assemblies.

The problem is, for a given set of assemblies, to find
the best arrangement of these assemblies in the core
with respect to the security and operationnal
constraints.

Two main questions can be seen here.

The first is to define what is the "best arrangement".
Acceptability of a pattern is defined in relation to physical
constraints, mainly the maximal power peaking factor />&
per assembly k :

Pk=
xe Assembly k

(5)

This factor must be smaller than a given security value. It is
considered here for the core at the beginning of a cycle
with no rod inserted. Other physical configurations, for
example with control rods inserted, and other physical
indications, for example the reactivity, are also observed.
All these physical values are obtained throught neutronic
diffusion calculations like (1), with different neutronic
parameters.

23 Fuel loading patterns optimization
The second question is related to the methods used to find
some patterns. The discrete optimization problem is very
big, with at least some 1040 possible patterns even with
good physical informations. The whole diffusion
calculation of a pattern has a computationnal cost of about
one second of super-computer CRAY C-90, and so we can
only want to find acceptable solutions even if they are not
the best, without evaluating all the possible patterns.

Two ways exist to find patterns. The first one consists in
using engineers knowledge, for example doing manual
search or building experts systems. The second one
requires an automatic optimization method, such as linear
programming [2] or simulated annealing [3] [4] for
example.

By now, manual searches achieved at EDF give good
results, but futur constraints and the need of greater use of
the nuclear fuel require to find more efficient methods.
Studies and tests conducted on automatic methods outline
the versatility of stochastic methods (simulated annealing
and genetic algorithms), but show also their known
slowness. We present here an other approach to deal with
this optimization problem.

3 OPTIMIZATION METHOD AND
RESULTS

3.1 The optimization problem

The problem can be formulated as a cost function
minimization. The assemblies are described by their
diffusion parameters qk. To take into account the search of
minimum power peaking factor P^, we use a cost function
built with the maximum value of this factor over the core,
i.e. the maximum factor value over the set of assemblies in
the core:

J(q) = MaxfPi with k an assembly in the core) (6)

with P/t being linear in neutronic fluxes and then depending



on the parameters <?* through the diffusion equation. The
set q represents a loading pattern.

We denote by Q the set of possible assemblies (i.e. &)
distributions. With the cost function, fuel optimization
problem can be expressed as :

For a set of given assemblies, find a distribution q* in Q
such that :

J(q*) = Min J(q) (7)
qeQ

Others cost functions can be used, such as a L2-norm of the
difference between the power peaking factors and their
mean value, for example.

3.2 Using the gradient information
To solve this problem, we want to use an iterative strategy
based on the cost function gradient information. Despite
the fact that the search space is discrete, we try to predict
the best pattern changes by the mean of a linear
approximation (8) of the cost function, using its gradient
with respect to the q parameters. To do this, we consider
the patterns to be points in the associated continuous space
R N , or a closed subset of IRN, with N being the number of
assemblies times the number of physical variables (7 here).
In this continuous parameters subset, we consider that the
cost function J is well defined and that its gradient can
calculated. Assuming that, we can state the following
approximation :

J(q')~J(q) + VqJ(q)(q'-q) (8)

This gradient is obtained by an adjoint state method on a
Lagrangian formulation for the constrained minimization
problem, using two Lagrange multipliers [5] to treat the
contraints. This formulation leads to the resolution of
adjoint equations of (2), with a non-zero second member.
The associated operator is known [1] to have a 1-
dimensionnal kernel, i.e. a single solution corresponding to
the first eigenvalue A. The calculation of the Lagrange
multipliers requires then two times the resolution of the
adjoint equation.

In order to insure a minimal reliability for this
approximation (8), the loading patterns changes are
restricted to only binary exchanges, i.e. exchange of only
two assemblies (or assemblies groups named families, see
[2], [3]). It can be seen as the smallest perturbation of the
patterns compatible with the fuel management by
assemblies (or families of assembly). With this simple
approach, the approximation expression is even simplified.

Because the gradient approximation is not enought to
decide which pattern to choose in a discrete space, the best
predicted loading patterns are re-evaluated using a
complete neutronic diffusion calculation as (1).

33 Algorithms and numerical aspects
All these points allow the description of the algorithm. It

consists in a three steps iterative method, using standard
neutronic diffusion computations for the direct and adjoint
fluxes calculations.

Initialization
Initial loading pattern guess or read

Repeat
{
Main neutronic calculations for the
current loading pattern q

{
Calculate the fluxes f,, $2 with (1)
Calculate the cost function J(q)
Calculate the adjoint fluxes
Calculate the lagrange multipliers
Calculate the gradient V^j(q) of J

Gradient approximation predictions
{
For each possible binary exchange

{
C a l c u l a t e a J approximation w i t h (8)
}

Order the possible patterns q' with
respect to the J approximation values
}

Corrections by neutronic calculation
{
For the first N best patterns q'

predicted
{
Calculate the direct $,, Q2 with (1)
Calculate the cost function J(q')
)

Order the possible patterns with
respect to the J real values
} •

Choose as current loading pattern the
best loading pattern with respect to
the J real values
)

Uaeil (Ho cbange of J) or (Oat of tiras...)

In this algorithm, the expensive steps are the complete
and adjoint fluxes calculations and the Lagrange
multipliers calculations, requiring more than 90% of the
total numerical computation time. The algorithm form is
very general, and can easily be adapted to other practical
optimization problems.

3.4 Results
Tests has been conducted on real cases, difficult to handle
by manual search methods at EDF. The test protocol
choosen is to initialize the search with the same loading
pattern used for the manual searches (except one), and to
test the quality of a pattern by a diffusion calculation using
the EDF neutronic reference code COCCINELLE [6].

Six searches have been done with various initial set of
assemblies, two of them being done with various
algorithms conditions. All the internal default parameters
(as the number N of recalculated patterns) of the
implemented algorithm are the same for the "a" cases,
althought change of some of them can increase the solution
quality or the speed of a search as seen with the "b" cases.
More precisely, the first three ones are usual difficult tests,
the following two are patterns containing plutonium
assemblies (more difficult to handle) and the last is



randomly initialized (with a very bad assemblies
distribution). The limit value retained for the maximum
power peaking factor is 1.435, i.e. a local power increase of
43.5% over the mean power value of an assembly.

The results are given in the table 1.

Table 1. Optimization search results
Case

1-a
2-a
2-b
3-a
4-a
4-b
5-a
6-a

Initial power
peak

1,3902
1,4620
1,4620
1,4070
1,4666
1,4666
1,6653
2,4761

Final power
peak

13902
1,4360
1,4340
1,4070
1,4281
1,4281
1,5331
1,4304

Search time

lmnO7
lmn06
0mn48
0mn45
lmnO7
0mn47
Imn36
4mn56

Search time results are given for a SUN Sparcstation 10
of 41 MHz. Two main comments can be made with these
results.

Firstly, we can examine the quality of the solutions.
Two of the patterns (1 and 3) can't be improved, being
already good with regard to the limit required. The second
and fith patterns are not acceptable with the default
parameters, but the change of these parameters allow better
solutions in peak or time. For the sixth search, the result is
really good despite the very bad initial guess given. The
fourth results are the same with default and changed
parameters.

Secondly, comparison can be made with other search
methods. EDF manual search methods give comparable
results in one half to three days for the most difficult cases
(such as the 6-a). Simulated annealing search with
generalized perturbation theory for approximated diffusion
problems (by the NCSU code FORMOSA [7], done on the
same computer) give results in 50 to 100 minutes with
general internal default parameters, minimal time with
adapted internal parameters beeing of 10 minutes (to
compare with 48 s with our gradient information
algorithm). Mean search times for each method getting
comparable results are then :

1. Manual search method : 1/2 to 3 days
2. Simulated annealing : 50 mn
3. Gradient information alg. : 2 mn

No comparison has yet been done with other methods on
the same patterns.
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4 CONCLUSION

The developped algorithm leads to good practical results,
and produces acceptable fuel loading patterns very quickly.
Althought more systematic tests have to be done to cover a
wider variety of cases, the method can be still useful as a
quick help to find or improve loading patterns during
expert searches.


